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The volume of solid waste has increased significantly in the past century, directly contributing to global environmental problems. Public engagement with waste sorting is crucial to the diversion of solid waste from
landfill and the reduction of contamination in waste streams. The current study aims to promote recycling and
composting accuracy via a digital sorting game that provides immediate feedback. In this game, participants
manually sorted items into four bins (food scraps, recyclable container, paper, and garbage) via a computer
interface, and received immediate feedback on their performance after each trial. We found that immediate
feedback improved sorting accuracy as measured by correct key presses (Experiment 1) or motion trajectory
(Replication 1), even when feedback was no longer provided. This improvement in sorting accuracy remained a
week after playing the game (Replication 2). We then implemented this game in residences, and found that after
residents played this game, the weight of compost materials increased while the contamination rate decreased
(Experiment 2). These findings suggest that providing immediate feedback in a digital sorting game can be an
effective tool to engage and educate the public to increase recycling and composting rates.

1. Introduction
Among the multitude of environmental problems facing humanity
(Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2014), the volume of solid waste has reached alarming levels, and represents an
important issue for our society in the 21st century (United Nations
Environment Program, 2015). The amount of global waste has increased ten-fold over the past century with around 3.3 million tons of
waste generated per day (United Nations Environment Program, 2015).
This volume is expected to double by 2025 (Hoornweg et al., 2013).
Global plastics production has increased by four-fold over the past 50
years, and is expected to double again in the next 20 years (World
Economic Forum, 2016), causing significant issues for marine and terrestrial ecosystems where a large proportion of plastics has been accumulating (Geyer et al., 2017). In Canada, residential waste has increased by 27% from 2002 to 2012, and each Canadian currently
throws out about 700 kg of waste on average every year (Statistics
Canada, 2014). In the U.S., solid waste generation per capita has increased by 64% from 1960 to 2013, and each American currently
throws out about 800 kg of waste on average each year (Environmental
Protection Agency, 2013).
The dramatic increase of global solid waste is especially worrisome
since dumping and burning of garbage contribute directly to water, air,

∗

and soil pollution (United Nations Environment Program, 2015). The
accumulating waste in landfills not only has deleterious effects on
human health and ecosystems (Hossain et al., 2011; Schlossberg, 2017),
but also contributes to global warming (Humes, 2012; Tammemagi,
1999). Specifically, organic waste which accounts for 33% of landfill
materials releases methane during anaerobic decomposition, a gas that
is 25 times more potent than carbon dioxide in terms of trapping the
sun's heat and thus warming the atmosphere (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, 2007; Statistics Canada, 2013).
Given the urgency of waste problems, many municipalities in the
world have set up recycling and composting targets and policies to
increase waste diversion from landfills. For example, the City of
Vancouver has set a zero waste target in 2020 when the city aims to
reduce solid waste going to the landfill or incinerator by 50% from
2008 levels, and to be a zero waste city by 2040 (City of Vancouver,
2016). To reach this target, the city has set up a new policy that bans
organic materials from landfills in 2015 (City of Vancouver, 2015).
Even with stringent regulations in place and the prevalence of recycling
and composting facilities in public and private spaces, the overall recycling rate is still low in North America. Of all the household waste
that is produced each year, only 33% is recycled in Canada (Statistics
Canada, 2014) and 34% in the U.S. (Environmental Protection Agency,
2013). In fact, a large portion of the waste in landfills can be recycled.
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For example, of the 8.3 billion metric tons of virgin plastic that has been
produced to date, only 9% is recycled, 12% incinerated, and 79% accumulated in landfills and oceans (Geyer et al., 2017; Jambeck et al.,
2015).
There are many reasons for the low recycling rate, including a lack
of infrastructure (e.g., the availability of recycling and composting
bins), policy backing (e.g., setting up bylaws discouraging food waste in
garbage bins), poor environmental attitudes and social norms, or a lack
of knowledge about what goes into which bin (Schultz et al., 1995;
Thomas and Sharp, 2013). Recent studies in behavioral science have
examined strategies to motivate recycling behavior, demonstrating the
effectiveness of infrastructure, design, and convenience (DiGiacomo
et al., 2017; Duffy and Verges, 2008; Wu et al., 2016), personal environmental values and social norms (Cialdini, 2003; Cialdini et al.,
1990; Crociata et al., 2015; Schultz et al., 1995), as well as the role of
information and feedback (De Young, 1989; Duprè and Meineri, 2016)
in promoting recycling and composting rates.
While the past approaches have increased participation rates in
recycling and composting, it is currently unclear what strategy is effective at reducing contamination in the recycling streams. In other
words, convenience or social norms may motivate people to throw
items into the recycling or composting bins, but these factors do not
necessarily guarantee the accuracy of sorting actions. Contamination in
waste streams is costly in terms of the time and labor required to correctly re-sort items at a centralized sorting facility or at the pick-up
truck (Bohm et al., 2010). In Canada, many cities are struggling to reduce contamination in recycling bins, because contamination can cause
tons of recyclable materials to end up in landfills or oceans. It is estimated that every 1% reduction in contamination rates in large cities can
lower recycling costs by $600,000 to $1 million per year (Chung,
2018).
To inform people about how to sort, the traditional and the most
common approach is to use signage, posters, and flyers to educate the
users about the sorting rules. This approach is limited in several ways:
First, waste disposal signage is often not standardized even within the
same jurisdiction or institution (Andrews et al., 2013), which can lead
to confusion and decrease user compliance (Ben-Bassat and Shinar,
2006). Second, there is rarely feedback given to the users as they throw
items into the bins, because there is no direct feedback mechanism at
most bins. People have to instead rely on passive cues (e.g., the signage
on the bins or posters on the wall) to make decisions of which items go
to which bins. When feedback is provided to the users (e.g., through
notices or fines), the feedback is often delayed from the time of the
sorting actions, and the information is often conveyed in general terms,
such that people may not remember what they did earlier, or which
items were incorrectly sorted. The lack of immediate feedback at the
time of sorting could result in persistent errors in recycling behavior
and erroneous beliefs about how to sort.
To overcome the problem of feedback, here we propose that providing immediate feedback during sorting can be an effective way to
build knowledge and fill in the gaps in people's understanding about
sorting rules. We further propose that after people have learned through
feedback, sorting performance will remain high even when feedback is
no longer provided. Decades of research in cognitive psychology show
that feedback facilitates learning and improves task performance by
correcting errors (e.g., Anderson et al., 1971; Butler et al., 2007;
Kulhavy, 1977; Mory, 2004; Shute, 2008). Past studies have demonstrated that weekly (DeLeon and Fuqua, 1995; Schultz, 1999), biweekly
(De Young et al., 1995), or monthly feedback on the quantity of recyclable materials increases recycling rates and the quantity of recyclable materials (Goldenhar and Connell, 1991; Duprè and Meineri,
2016). However, these studies provided delayed feedback, where
feedback was only given at least one week later. Immediate feedback
may be more beneficial since it has been shown to enhance the retention of course materials (Dihoff et al., 2003), facilitate word learning
(Pashler et al., 2005), and promote efficient learning (Corbett and

Anderson, 2001). Given the effectiveness of immediate feedback on
learning, an unexplored question is whether immediate feedback facilitates the learning of recycling and composting knowledge, and improves sorting accuracy by correcting recycling errors, even when
feedback is no longer provided.
To incorporate immediate feedback in sorting behavior, one approach is to ‘gamify’ sorting via a computer interface. The engaging and
entertaining elements of games, along with the proliferation of
Information and communication technologies, have led to a rise in
‘gamification’ in sustainability development by adding game-like elements (e.g., scoring, rules, and competition) to various activities
(Zelenika and Pearce, 2012). Studies have shown that digital tools and
gamification can be an effective way to engage people and stimulate
learning, since games increase the player's motivation and attention
(Connolly et al., 2012; De Freitas, 2006; Mitchell and Savill-Smith,
2004). For example, game technology has been successfully used to
positively impact students' learning of mathematics (Shin et al., 2012),
geography (Tüzün et al., 2009), sustainable consumption (Huber and
Hilty, 2015), and energy related attitudes and behaviours (Knol and
DeVries, 2011).
1.1. Current study
The broader goal of the current study is to develop an effective tool
to improve sorting accuracy to reduce contamination in recycling
streams. Toward this goal, the current study aims to examine the impact
of a sorting game that delivers immediate feedback on recycling and
composting accuracy. To achieve this goal, we developed and tested a
digital sorting game based on the University of British Columbia (UBC)
sorting guidelines. We first identified the most problematic items where
sorting mistakes occur most often on the UBC campus (pilot study).
Targeting these items in particular, we designed the sorting game in the
lab where participants manually sorted items into four bins (food
scraps, recyclable containers, paper, and garbage) via a computer interface, and received immediate feedback on their performance.
Participants sorted the items in two ways: pressing a key on the keyboard to indicate to which bin the item belongs (Experiment 1), or
manually dragging the item to the bin so their motion is tracked
(Replication 1). We also tested participants one week after playing the
game to examine the longevity of the effects of immediate feedback
(Replication 2). Finally, we implemented this game in student residences on campus and examined whether the game influenced actual
sorting behavior in the residences (Experiment 2).
2. Pilot study
The goal of the game was to build knowledge and fill in the gaps in
people's understanding about sorting rules. To understand the gaps, we
first needed to know what the problematic items were for which sorting
mistakes occurred most often. In this pilot, we tested people's existing
knowledge about sorting without giving them feedback. Specifically,
we asked undergraduates on UBC campus to sort 80 common items into
four bins (food scraps, recyclable containers, paper, and garbage) via a
computer interface and identified items with the lowest accuracy based
on UBC sorting guidelines. The goal of this pilot study was to select the
most problematic items with the lowest accuracy for the sorting game
in the following experiments.
2.1. Participants
Fifty undergraduate students (30 female and 20 male; mean
age = 20.1 years, SD = 1.8) from UBC participated for course credit.
Participants in all experiments reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and provided informed consent. All experiments reported here
were approved by the UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board.
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2.2. Apparatus

3.1. Participants and stimuli

Participants in this pilot study and Experiment 1 were seated 50 cm
from a computer monitor (refresh rate = 60 Hz). Stimuli were presented using MATLAB (Mathworks) and Psychophysics Toolbox
(http://psychtoolbox.org).

A new group of 100 undergraduate students (89 female1 and 11
male, mean age = 20.5 years, SD = 2.9) from UBC participated in the
experiment for course credit. To determine the sample size in this experiment, we conducted a power analysis2 using G*Power (Faul et al.,
2007). Given a Cohen's d of 0.69 based on a prior study testing the
effect of immediate feedback (Butler and Roediger, 2008), a minimum
of 92 participants was required to have 90% power (alpha = 0.05) to
reveal the effect in our experiment. Thus, we recruited 100 participants
in this experiment. From the pilot study, the 40 items with the lowest
accuracy were used as stimuli, with ten item images in each bin. To test
the effect of learning, we also created a second set of images of the same
40 items, but each item was represented by a different image. The two
sets of images are listed in Section C of Supplementary Materials. The
code of all experiments is available at: https://osf.io/frqu7/.

2.3. Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of 80 images of items, 20 in each of the four
bins: food scraps (e.g., an apple core), recyclable container (e.g., a beer
bottle), paper (e.g., A4 paper) and garbage (e.g., a plastic bag). The
item images are listed in Appendix A. Each image (subtending 10.3° of
visual angle) was presented at the lower center of the screen against a
white background. Four bin signages (each subtending 10.7°) were
designed by the UBC Zero Waste Group, and represented the four bins
used on the UBC campus (see the signage of the four bins in Section A of
Supplementary Materials). The four bin signages were food scraps (R/
G/B values: green = 32/138/56), recyclable container (grey = 101/
101/101), paper (blue = 32/86/147), and garbage (black = 19/19/
19). They were presented from left to right on the top of the computer
screen (see Fig. 1a). The order of the four bins followed the standardized bin positions at each waste station on UBC campus.

3.2. Procedure
There were two conditions in the experiment: learning condition
and control condition (N = 50 in each). In the learning condition,
participants completed two blocks of trials with 40 trials in each. In the
first block, they sorted each item into one of the four bins, just as in
pilot study (Fig. 1a), except now they received immediate feedback
after each trial, which informed them whether they sorted the item into
the correct bin (Fig. 1b). The feedback appeared below the item after
participants pressed a key to sort. For correct trials, the feedback was
simply “Correct!” but for incorrect trials, the feedback informed the
participant into which bin the item should be sorted (e.g., “Wrong! This
should go to Food Scraps”). The feedback remained on the screen for 1 s
before the next trial started. In the second block, participant performed
the same sorting task, with a different set of images, but no feedback
was provided in order to test whether participants had learned to sort
better after the first block with feedback (Fig. 1b).
In the control condition, participants performed the same sorting
task in two blocks, except that they did not receive any feedback in the
first or the second block (Fig. 1c). Thus, the only difference between the
two conditions was the presence or the absence of feedback in the first
block. The inter-trial interval was 1 s, and there was a 2-min break
between the two blocks. In both conditions, participants viewed the
same bin signage to help guide sorting decisions (see Section A of
Supplementary Materials). The order of two sets of images was counterbalanced across participants. The order of trials in each block was
randomized. Participants received eight practice trials before starting
the experiment, and a debriefing session was conducted after the experiment to answer any questions the participants had about the study.

2.4. Procedure
The pilot study consisted of 80 trials. In each trial, one item appeared on the screen, and participants were instructed to sort the item
into one of the four bins, as if they were to throw away the item at a
waste station on campus. Participants sorted the item by pressing the
“3”, “5”, “7”, or “9” key on the keyboard for food scraps, recyclable
container, paper, or garbage bin, respectively. If they did not respond,
the item remained on the screen until response. The inter-trial interval
was 500 ms. The order of the trials was randomized. There was no
feedback given during the sorting task, and their total accuracy score
was presented at the end of study. Each participant first received eight
trials for practice before starting the sorting task, and received feedback
for each practice trial. The items from the practice trials were excluded
from the subsequent experiments or analyses. A debriefing session was
conducted after the study to clarify the purpose of the study and to
answer any questions the participants had about the study.
2.5. Results
Accuracy of each item was analyzed based on UBC composting and
recycling guidelines. The mean accuracy of each item in each bin was
calculated using the number of participants who correctly sorted the
item divided by the total number of participants, because each item was
only presented once in the study (see the sorting accuracy for each item
in the pilot study in Section B of Supplementary Materials). Overall, the
garbage bin had the lowest accuracy (53.7%), followed by the food
scraps bin (72.1%), the recyclable containers bin (79.9%), and the
paper bin (86.0%). The 10 items with the lowest accuracy in each bin
were considered as the most problematic items. In the garbage bin,
participants complained about four items (styrofoam bowl, black plastic
tray, muffin wraps, and styrofoam tray) as being ambiguous and hard to
recognize, so we chose to use the next four items with a low accuracy
(straw, hanger, zip lock bag, and bubble wrap). The 40 items were
selected as stimuli in the sorting game in subsequent experiments.
These items were also verified by the UBC Campus Sustainability Office
as common contaminants in the waste streams on campus.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Overall sorting accuracy
We first calculated the overall sorting accuracy for each participant
using the number of items that were correctly sorted divided by the
total number of items (40) in each block and in each condition. We then
analyzed the overall accuracy using a 2 (condition: learning vs. control;
1

The participants in this experiment were from the Human Subjects Pool
from the Department of Psychology at UBC, which consists of more female than
male students (female students represent 64% in the Faculty of Arts at UBC in
2017). In Experiment 2, participants were not limited to psychology or Arts
students (female students represent 55% of all the undergraduates at UBC in
2017).
2
A power analysis is used to estimate the sample size that is required for an
experiment in order to ensure that the effect of the manipulation (e.g., immediate feedback) can be detected based on the statistical power, alpha level,
and effect size (Cohen, 1988; Faul et al., 2007).

3. Experiment 1
This experiment aimed to examine how immediate feedback in the
sorting game influenced sorting performance in the lab.
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Fig. 1. Experiment 1 Methods. (a) In each trial, participants sorted an item into one of four bins (food scraps, recyclable container, paper, or garbage) by pressing a
key on the keyboard. (b) In the learning condition, participants received feedback after each trial in the first block, but not in the second block. (c) In the control
condition, participants did not receive any feedback in either block.

(1,98) = 89.91, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.48] (Fig. 2b). Based on a deeper
analysis of the interaction using Tukey's HSD post-hoc tests, performance increased significantly from the first to the second block in the
learning condition for all bins (p's < 0.001), but there was no difference between the two blocks in the control condition for any bin
(p's > 0.05, Fig. 2b). Moreover, in the second block performance was
significantly higher in the learning condition than in the control condition for all bins (p's < 0.001). Even in the first block, performance
was higher in the learning condition than in the control condition for
the recyclable container bin and the garbage bin (p's < 0.001), suggesting the feedback already improved performance in the first block.
Detailed ANOVA and Tukey's HSD post-hoc test results on the sensitivity for each bin are shown in Section D of the Supplementary
Materials.
These results demonstrate that immediate feedback in the first block
increased sorting performance in all four bins even when feedback was
no longer provided in the second block. This suggests that participants
have learned to sort more accurately after receiving feedback in the first
block. In addition, these results were largely replicated when analyzed
using the sorting accuracy by bin (see additional analyses in Section D
of Supplementary Materials). We also examined the sorting speed in
terms of response times, but there were no significant differences in
sorting speed between learning condition and control condition, except
for garbage bin (see additional analyses in Section D of Supplementary
Materials). Overall, the results suggest that immediate feedback increased sorting performance even when feedback was no longer provided.

between subjects) × 2 (block: first vs. second; within-subjects) mixedeffects ANOVA. There was a significant effect of condition [F
(1,98) = 51.92, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.35] and of block [F(1,98) = 131.48,
p < .001, ηp2 = 0.57], and a significant interaction [F(1,98) = 74.09,
p < .001, ηp2 = 0.43] (Fig. 2a, post-hoc Tukey results were presented
in Table S1). This means that the accuracy was higher in the learning
condition than in the control condition, higher in the second block than
in the first block, and the difference between the first block and the
second block was greater in the learning condition than in the control
condition. These results demonstrate that immediate feedback in the
first block increased sorting accuracy in the second block in the learning
condition even when feedback was no longer provided.
To identify who showed the most improvement in sorting performance, we ran a correlation between the accuracy in the first block of
the feedback condition and the difference between the accuracy in the
first block and in the second block in the feedback condition. We found
that participants who were worse in the first block showed greater
improvement in the second block (r = −0.47, p < .001), suggesting
that those who initially lack sorting knowledge improve the most after
immediate feedback.
4.2. Sensitivity analysis by bin
Since the overall sorting accuracy did not take into account the
contamination in each bin, we further calculated d’ as a sensitivity
measure for each bin to get a better sense of contamination. d’ was
calculated as the difference between the z-scores of hit rate and false
alarm rate. The hit rate was determined by the number of correctly
sorted items to the bin divided by the total number of items that should
be in that bin (e.g., the hit rate of food scraps bin = the number of
correctly sorted items to the food scraps bin/10 food scraps items). The
false alarm (FA) rate was determined by the number of incorrectly
sorted items to the bin divided by the total number of items that should
not be in that bin (e.g., the FA rate of food scraps bin = the number of
incorrectly sorted items to the food scraps bin/30 non-food items). In
order to avoid infinite d′, scores of 0 or 1 were adjusted to 1/(2 × total
number of trials) and 1-1/(2 × total number of trials) respectively,
based on the recommendations in Macmillan and Creelman (2005). We
have also conducted overall sensitivity analyses (see Section D of
Supplementary Materials), and the results were largely consistent with
the overall sorting accuracy analyses.
For all four bins, we found that sorting performance was significantly higher in the learning condition than in the control condition
[F(1,98) = 47.49, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.33], higher in the second block
than in the first block [F(1,98) = 155.78, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.61], and
the difference between the first block and the second block was greater
in the learning condition than in the control condition [F

4.3. Two replications
Two replication experiments were conducted to examine the robustness of the findings in Experiment 1. Since sorting items into bins in
daily life is a manual task involving hand motions, we replicated this
experiment using motion tracking in order to better capture the daily
sorting actions, where participants sorted each item by dragging it to
one of the four bins in each trial (the first replication experiment is
described in Section E in Supplementary Materials). The results were
largely consistent with those in Experiment 1. In the second replication,
we tested sorting performance in the second block one week after the
first block. We found that immediate feedback in the first block improved sorting performance after a one-week delay, again replicating
the results in Experiment 1 (the second replication experiment is described in Section F in Supplementary Materials).
5. Experiment 2
Experiments 1 was conducted in the lab where participants sorted
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Fig. 2. Experiment 1 Results: (a) The overall sorting accuracy. (b) The mean d’ of each bin was analyzed using 2 (condition: learning vs. control; betweensubjects) × 2 (block: first vs. second; within-subjects) mixed-effects ANOVA. (Error bars reflect ± 1 SEM; *p < .05; ***p < .001).

items via a computer interface. While the results showed that the immediate feedback increased sorting accuracy, the findings were limited
to the artificial lab settings. To see whether the sorting game influences
actual sorting behavior in daily life, in this experiment we implemented
the game in student residential buildings on UBC campus and examined
whether the game improved actual sorting accuracy and reduced contamination outside the lab.

(including a large sorting infographic poster on the wall, signage on the
bin lid, and a transparent box containing sample items that should go
into the bin; see Section H of Supplementary Materials). Since both the
control and the game buildings had the same recycling signage and
infrastructure, this experiment tested the additional impact of the
sorting game. The control building is located between the two game
buildings. The distance between game building 1 and the control
building (entrance to entrance) is 60 m, and the distance between the
control building and game building 2 is 30 m. We recruited 334 residents to play the game, and had to exclude 26 responses due to
technical problems or incompleteness, resulting in a total of 308 residents who completed the game (149 female, 159 male; mean
age = 20.8 years, SD = 1.8) from the two game buildings. The overall
participation rate for both towers combined was 43.3%, while the
average accuracy was 68%. The detailed description of the buildings,
participants' demographics and game statistics are listed in Section G of
Supplementary Materials.

5.1. Participants
Three high-rise buildings from the UBC Marine Drive (MD) student
residence were selected for the experiment, and randomly assigned to 2
conditions. Two buildings were in the game condition, and the third
building was in the control condition. The MD residence was selected
for the study due to several reasons: the three buildings had similar
numbers of residents, apartment units, and floors; and each building
had a recycling room with a similar layout and the same sorting signage
449
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5.2. Stimuli

guidelines to ensure that they knew which items should go to which
bin. When there were multiple bins in the stream, we collected the
weight and contamination data of each bin in the stream, and took the
average of the stream for the week. Thus, we had weight (kg) and
contamination (number of incorrect items) data in the food scraps,
recycling containers, and paper streams in each building every week.
Additionally, we calculated the number of contaminants per kg in each
bin using the number of contaminants divided by weight.

Since the sorting game in the previous experiments took at least
15 min to complete (80 trials in total), we needed to reduce the length
of the game in order to maximize participation in the game in the
student residence. Therefore, we narrowed the items down to 28 (7 in
each bin), which had the lowest accuracy and were identified by the
UBC Campus Sustainability Office as the commonly mis-sorted items.
This sorting game was identical to the first block (with feedback) in the
learning condition in Experiment 1, except only with 28 items, and
participants clicked on the bin signage to sort the item. The sorting
game took about five minutes to complete. The code of the game is
available at: https://osf.io/frqu7/. The sorting game is available at:
http://yuluo.psych.ubc.ca/studies/Sorting_MD.

6. Results and discussion
Since there were two buildings in the game condition, we first
performed a 2 (building: game building 1 vs. game building 2; betweensubjects) × 3 (time: baseline, intervention, and post-intervention; between-subjects) ANOVA for each stream (food scraps, recyclable containers, and paper) and for each measure. There was little difference
between the two buildings in the game condition in any stream and in
any measure (see game building comparisons in Section I of
Supplementary Materials), and therefore we combined the data from
the two buildings in the game condition.
To examine the impact of the sorting game on performance, we used
a 2 (building: game vs. control; between-subjects) × 3 (time: baseline,
intervention, and post-intervention; between-subjects) ANOVA for each
stream (food scraps, recyclable containers, and paper) and for each
measure. The average weight, contamination, and contamination per kg
are shown in Fig. 3.

5.3. Procedure
The experiment ran for a total of 11 weeks from January to April
(the spring semester), with the first two weeks as the baseline period,
followed by six weeks as the intervention period3 where we administered
the game in the buildings, and the final three weeks as the post-intervention period. During the intervention period, we posted a poster on
every floor by the elevator in each game building, and on the bulletin
board in the recycling room in the basement (see the poster in Section H
of Supplementary Materials). Moreover, with the help of research assistants we set up a table in the lobby of each game building every
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday during 5–7pm when student traffic
was high. We set up a laptop computer and an iPad on the table, as well
as chocolates as immediate incentives after completing the game, the
sorting game posters, and zero waste posters from UBC Campus Sustainability Office (see the table layout in Section H of Supplementary
Materials). We approached and invited students coming in and out of
the building to play the sorting game, confirmed that they lived in the
building, and offered a chance to win a prize (a $25 gift card) as a
reward to play the game. We did not set up the table in the lobby or put
up the posters in the control building.
Every week of the 11-week period, we coordinated with the
building managers and custodial staff to hold bins in specific areas in
the basement for measurements one day before the scheduled collection
pickup. Due to the different pickup schedules, paper bin and recyclable
containers bin were measured twice a week, and food scraps bins were
measured three times a week. While each building had all 4 waste
streams, we did not measure the garbage bin due to the large size and
the heavy weight of the garbage bins, and the safety concerns of moving
them. Thus, we only weighed food scraps, recycling containers, and
paper bins. The bin dimension was about 22 × 24 × 40 inches. We
weighed each bin with all the contents inside. We also weighed a spare
empty bin, and subtracted its weight from the total weight in order to
get the weight of the contents inside the bin. The RAs recorded the
weight of each bin in kilograms (kg). All paper and recyclable containers bins were weighed by a digital DYMO® S250 shipping scale at
the fixed location in the recycling room, because the bins were closer to
the scale. All food scraps bins were weighed by a portable Brecknell
DS100 industrial scale in the recycling room.
In addition to weight, we also measured the amount of contamination in each bin. Specifically, we used tongs and gloves to visually inspect the items in the bin and counted the number of items that
did not belong to the bin. We decided not to count the total number of
items in the bin due to logistical and sanitary challenges. Thus, contamination was measured as the number of items that should not be in
the bin. Before data collection, each RA was trained on UBC sorting

6.1. Food scraps weight (kg)
The ANOVA analysis showed that there was a main effect of
building [F(1,16) = 8.04, p = .01, ηp2 = 0.33] and time [F
(2,16) = 7.89, p = .004, ηp2 = 0.50], but no significant interaction
between building and time [F(2,16) = 0.37, p = .70, ηp2 = 0.04].
Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed that in the game building the weight
increased from baseline to intervention period (p = .046). Additionally,
the weight was significantly higher in the game building during intervention period (p = .02) and post-intervention period (p = .04) than
the control building, but no difference between the game building and
the control building during baseline (p = .99). This suggests that the
game increased the weight of food scraps when students were playing
the game, and importantly, the effect remained after the game period.
6.2. Food scraps contamination
For contamination, there was no effect of building [F(1,16) = 1.64,
p = .22, ηp2 = 0.09], time [F(2,16) = 0.03, p = .97, ηp2 = 0.003], or
interaction [F(2,16) = 1.76, p = .20, ηp2 = 0.18]. Tukey's HSD post-hoc
test showed no significant pair-wise differences.
6.3. Food scraps contaminations per kilogram
For number of contaminations per kilogram, there was a main effect
of building [F(1,16) = 6.18, p = .02, ηp2 = 0.28], and a marginal interaction between building and time [F(2,16) = 2.79, p = 2.79,
ηp2 = 0.26], but no effect of time [F(2,16) = 2.56, p = .11, ηp2 = 0.24].
Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed that the number of contaminations
per kilogram in the game building was marginally significant lower
than in the control building in the post-intervention period (p = .06).
This suggests that the weight increase in the food scraps bin during and
after the game was not associated with an increase in contamination,
but rather the contamination in the game building decreased after the
students have played the game.
6.4. Recyclable containers weight (kg)

3
We originally planned for 5 weeks of intervention to reach as many residents
as possible, but due to the low participation rates, we decided to extend the
intervention period by one more week.

For recyclable container weight, there was no effect of building [F
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Fig. 3. Experiment 4 results. Average weight (kg), contamination (number of incorrect items), and contamination per kilogram in the (a) food scraps bin, (b)
recyclable containers bin, and (c) paper bin, in the game building and the control building in the baseline, intervention when the game was administered in the
buildings, and post-intervention period. (Error bars reflect ± 1 SEM; †p < .10, *p < .05).

(1,16) = 0.75, p = .40, ηp2 = 0.04], time [F(2,16) = 2.31, p = .13,
ηp2 = 0.22], or interaction [F(2, 16) = 2.15, p = .15, ηp2 = 0.21].
Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed no significant pair-wise differences.

6.8. Paper contamination
For paper contamination, there was a marginal interaction between
building and time [F(2,16) = 3.18, p = .07, ηp2 = 0.28], but no effect
of building [F(1,16) = 1.56, p = .23, ηp2 = 0.09] or time [F
(2,16) = 1.75, p = .20, ηp2 = 0.18]. Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed
only a marginally significant decrease in contamination between the
intervention period and post-intervention period (p = .09) in the game
building.

6.5. Recyclable containers contamination
For contamination, there was no effect of building [F(1,16) = 0.99,
p = .34, ηp2 = 0.06], time [F(2,16) = 2.43, p = .12, ηp2 = 0.23], or
interaction [F(2,16) = 2.28, p = .14, ηp2 = 0.22]. Tukey's HSD post-hoc
test showed only a marginally significant decrease in contamination
between the intervention period and post-intervention period (p = .08)
in the game building.

6.9. Paper contamination per kilogram
For number of contaminations per kilogram, there was a marginal
effect of building [F(1,16) = 3.18, p = .09, ηp2 = 0.17], and a marginal
interaction between building and time [F(2,16) = 3.08, p = .07,
ηp2 = 0.28], but no effect of time [F(2,16) = 2.50, p = .11, ηp2 = 0.24].
Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed only a marginally significant decrease in number of contaminations per kilogram between the intervention period and post-intervention period (p = .06) in the game
building.
In sum, the only effect in Experiment 2 was that the sorting game
increased the weight of food scraps in the intervention period and also
in the post-intervention period. The weight increase in the food scraps
bin was not associated with an increase in contamination, if anything,
the contamination in the game building marginally decreased in the
post-intervention period compared to the control building. For recyclable containers and paper bin, we found a marginally significant decrease in contamination between the intervention period and post-intervention period in the game building.

6.6. Recyclable containers contamination per kilogram
For number of contaminations per kilogram, there was no effect of
building [F(1,16) = 0.70, p = .42, ηp2 = 0.04], time [F(2,16) = 0.54,
p = .59, ηp2 = 0.06], or interaction [F(2,16) = 0.57, p = .58,
ηp2 = 0.07]. Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed no significant pair-wise
differences.
6.7. Paper weight (kg)
For paper weight, there was a main effect of time [F(2,16) = 5.25,
p = .02, ηp2 = 0.40], but no effect of building [F(1, 16) = 0.02, p = .88,
ηp2 = 0.001] or interaction [F(2, 16) = 2.59, p = .11, ηp2 = 0.24].
Tukey's HSD post-hoc test showed only a significant decrease in weight
between the baseline and intervention period (p = .02) in the control
building.
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7. General discussion

the game buildings used the same sorting signage and infrastructure.
The existing signage at UBC included a large sorting infographic poster
on the wall, signage on the bin lid, and a transparent box containing
sample items that should go into the bin (see Section H in
Supplementary Materials). This signage was present in every building
in Experiment 2. Thus, the sorting game represents a novel intervention.
One concern with Experiment 2 is that residents in the control
building may have seen the posters or lobby events in the game
buildings. This may increase their awareness of sorting or motivation to
sort. Since each participant in the sorting game indicated which
building they lived in, we found no participants outside of the two game
buildings played the sorting game, so it is unlikely that the residents in
the control building also played the game and improved their sorting
behavior. Regardless, the increased awareness or motivation in the
control residents likely only increased the weight of waste but not necessarily the sorting accuracy, since the residents in the control building
did not play the same. Indeed, our data showed that weight did not
change over time or across streams in the control building. Thus, there
was no evidence that residents in the control building changed their
sorting behavior due to the game.
Another concern with Experiment 2 is that we advertised our
sorting game in the game buildings using posters and lobby events, and
these efforts may have raised the awareness in students in these
buildings. Experiment 2 could not tease apart whether the results were
driven by the sorting game or the increased awareness due to game
promotion. To address this issue, we offer two arguments. First,
Experiments 1 showed strong evidence in the lab that sorting performance improved in the second block in the learning condition when
feedback was no longer provided. Replication 2 also showed that the
immediate feedback improved sorting accuracy after a week. This
suggests that the immediate feedback in the first block had a positive
impact on subsequent performance. By this logic, we reason that participants who played the sorting game and received immediate feedback in Experiment 2 may also improve their sorting performance later
on. Second, we should note that the university is constantly running
campaigns to promote sorting, and as a default there are already many
posters and signage in the recycling room (see Section H in
Supplementary Materials). Thus, we speculate that the students may be
less sensitive to our efforts to promote the sorting game.
Numerous sorting errors were identified in the pilot study, showing
that people had trouble sorting certain items. These errors could be
driven by at least two reasons. First, people may categorize the item
based on the physical properties of materials. For example, paper towels, napkins, and chopsticks were disposed incorrectly into paper bins,
but should be in the food scraps bin instead. All three items shared
similar physical properties of paper, which results in the error of sorting
them as paper. Second, people may categorize the items based on the
physical form of the items. For instance, broken glass bottles and
styrofoam were disposed incorrectly into the recyclable containers bin,
but should be in the garbage bin instead. Both items possess the form of
a container, and therefore are categorized as containers. These errors
suggest that some recycling decisions are driven by intuition, where
people categorize items based on physical properties or form.
The beneficial impact of feedback on sorting performance can be
explained by at least three reasons. First, for incorrect trials, the feedback provided the correct response to the participants, rather than
simply informing them whether their decision was incorrect. This correction allowed participants to know where the item should go instead,
even if they made an error. This explains why sorting performance
improved in the second block, or in the intervention or the post-intervention period after people have played the game. Such feedback
provided sufficient information to allow people to acquire new
knowledge, thus facilitating learning (e.g., Phye, 1979; Sassenrath and
Yonge, 1969; Wentling, 1973). Second, since feedback was provided
immediately after each trial rather than delayed to the end of the game,

The goal of the current study was to examine the impact of a sorting
game that delivers immediate feedback on sorting accuracy. In
Experiment 1, we found that participants have learned to sort more
accurately after receiving immediate feedback after each trial in the
first block, even when feedback was no longer provided in the second
block, but the feedback had minimal impact on the sorting speed. In
Replication 1 of Experiment 1, we found that feedback in the learning
condition improved sorting accuracy for all four bins, except for the
paper bin because sorting performance increased in the control condition in the second block for the paper bin. One explanation of this
anomaly could be due to a campaign in the spring and summer terms on
UBC campus when we collected the data for the replication experiment.
The campaign specifically aimed to raise awareness that coffee sleeves
should go to the paper bin. We speculate that in the first block in the
control condition, participants may instinctively throw the coffee
sleeves into the food scraps bin or the garbage bin, but in the second
block they may remember that coffee sleeves should go to paper bin
from the campaign. To confirm this speculation, we examined the
sorting accuracy of coffee sleeves and it indeed showed the largest
improvement from the first block (70.0%) to the second block (83.0%),
whereas the other paper items improved from 71.5% to 74.8%. Thus,
this self-correcting behavior based on the retrieval of prior knowledge
could explain the improvement in sorting in the paper bin in the control
condition of the replication experiment.
We note that feedback did not optimize sorting motion or sorting
speed in the replication experiment, except that the sorting speed improved only for the garbage bin. One explanation is a possible ceiling
effect in sorting speed in food, containers, and paper bins, so feedback
could not improve the speed further. However for the garbage bin, the
response time was the slowest, so feedback could improve the sorting
speed. Once participants learned how to sort garbage items based on
immediate feedback, their sorting speed for garbage items raised to the
same levels as for the other bins (see Section E of Supplementary
Materials).
In Replication 2 of Experiment 1, we found that participants in the
learning condition showed higher sorting accuracy than those in the
control condition in all four bins even one week after playing the game,
but there was no difference in their sorting speed. This suggests that
immediate feedback in the game remains to have an impact on sorting
accuracy one week after the feedback was provided.
In Experiment 2, we found that the sorting game increased the
weight of food scraps when students were playing the game during the
intervention period, and also in the post-intervention period. The
weight increase in the food scraps bin was not associated with an increase in contamination, if anything, the contamination per kg in the
game building marginally decreased in the post-intervention period
compared to the control building. We also found a marginal decrease in
the contamination in the post-intervention period in the game building
in recyclable containers bin and paper bin. There are several reasons
why the effect was stronger in the food scraps bin. First, the weight and
the contaminants of the containers and paper bins were more variable
than that of the food scraps bin (see Fig. 3). This could be due to the fact
that only food scraps can go to the compost bin, but many other types of
items can go to the containers bin or the paper bin. Second, the contamination was the lowest for the food scraps bin, so the game may
encourage people to throw more food waste in the food scraps bin.
However, contamination remained high for the containers and the
paper bins after the intervention. This could be due to the possibility
that our game did not capture most of the contaminants in the containers and paper bins.
Taken the experiments together, our study suggests that immediate
feedback can improve sorting accuracy even when the feedback is no
longer provided. The sorting game provided an additional benefit beyond the existing efforts to promote sorting, since both the control and
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the learning process was efficient and rapid (Corbett and Anderson,
2001; Kulik and Kulik, 1988). Moreover, in some cases higher accuracy
was already observed in the first block of the learning condition,
compared to the control condition, suggesting that participants had
learned to sort better with feedback (Keller, 1983; Mory, 2004; Tosti,
1978). Third, feedback may facilitate the creation of new sorting concept in people's mind. For example, when the broken glass bottle was
first disposed as container, and the feedback informed them it should go
to garbage, participants may form a new concept that broken items
must be disposed as garbage. Thus, feedback could be an effective tool
to build new knowledge (Ilgen et al., 1979; Shute, 2008).
Although the effects in the lab were strong, the impact of the sorting
game in the student residences was relatively weaker in Experiment 2.
This could be due to several factors. First, the overall accuracy of the
sorting game was quite low (around 68%), which suggests that participants may not know the correct answers to all items, and therefore
continue to make the same sorting errors when they dispose waste in
the basement of their residence. In addition, our game only had 28
items to sort while in real life the number of household materials is
larger and more complex. Second, less than half of the residents
(< 44%) played the sorting game in the two game buildings despite our
efforts to recruit as many participants as possible, so the potential effect
of the sorting game could only be seen in these residents, while leaving
the majority unchanged. Third, there was a key methodological distinction between the experiments involved different levels of data:
Experiments 1 tested individual-level accuracy in a lab setting, while
Experiment 2 measured the building-level sorting performance (in kg
and contamination) without measuring individual-level accuracy. This
difference likely influenced the results of Experiment 2 since only half
of the residents played the game. This said, we reason that the sorting
game would have achieved stronger effects if we managed to reach
every resident in the building. Finally, we did not have sufficient statistical power in Experiment 2, since we could only measure the bins for
11 weeks during the spring semester, with a few data points in each
week. The experiment had to be terminated at the end of the semester
because students moved out of the residence.
For future studies, there are several recommendations to boost the
impact of the sorting game based on the current study. First, the recruitment during intervention period could be intensified with an attempt to recruit all of the residents in the building. It remains to be
tested whether putting a flyer of the game in the student dorm room
would be just as effective. Second, the game can be played repeatedly so
that the accuracy can be maximized. In other words, the game can be
used as an education tool to teach people how to sort in daily life. Third,
a follow-up questionnaire can be used to examine whether people's
attitude toward sorting and their intentions of sorting have changed
after playing the game. Fourth, a limitation of the contamination
measure in Experiment 2 was the inability to thoroughly inspect the
bins for contamination when they were very full, especially in food
scraps. Since we relied on visual inspection using tongs, we could not
identify all contaminants in the bins and count all items in the bins to
deduce the overall percentage of contamination. New methods of
contamination inspection (i.e., scanning or moisture sensing technology) would be more efficient and effective to measure contamination for future research. Finally, we only used student samples in our
experiments. Future studies should investigate whether the game improves sorting accuracy in single households or multi-family residences
to generalize our findings. To implement this game in a residential
setting, municipalities can promote the game by sending a link to the
game along with recycling and composting information packages for
new residents. Building waste management can also promote the game
via posters in the recycling room to encourage residents to play. Since
the sorting game is more interactive than traditional signage, competitions with prizes can be organized to entice people to play and learn
the correct sorting rules.
The current study is significant in three ways. First, we

demonstrated that a digital sorting game which delivers immediate
feedback to participants can improve sorting accuracy in the lab and in
the field, even when feedback is no longer provided. Second, the current study provided a template for applying basic research to solve realworld problems, where we first identified the most problematic items,
designed the sorting game targeting specific items, and examined the
impact of the game using rigorous experimental methods. This approach can be used and extended for problems beyond waste. Third, the
sorting game can be used as an effective education tool to teach people
how to sort, and therefore increase recycling and composting rates and
reduce contamination. Environmental sustainability depends on not
only an intention to act, but also the accurate implementation of actions. Using a digital sorting game can increase the accuracy of actions,
facilitating behavior change toward sustainability.
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